The 9th STePS
Nov 11, 2016

Layout & Project Directory (COM1-Level 1)

Rest Rooms

Food for Guests
Food for VIPs

REGISTER

SR1

Prize Award Ceremony
Seats for Guests / Discussion Area

Voting Kiosk 2

CS4350 (7 Teams)

Upper SR1 Lobby Lower

MIP_FYP (5 Teams)
IS4102 and IS3102 (4 Teams)

CS3216 (10 Teams)

CS6231 (8 Teams)

9th STePS Events:

6.00 - Poster Session Starts
7.00 - Catering Opens
9.00 - Closing Talks/Award Ceremony

Supported by,

CS3216 - Software Product Engineering for Digital Markets

D - Directory

CS4350 - Game Development Project

CS3216-1: Focus
CS3216-2: Agenda - 21st Century Event Planning
CS3216-3: Lour
CS3216-4: Exchange Buddy
CS3216-5: Bubble
CS3216-6: FitMi - iOS/watchOS
CS3216-7: Give For Free
CS3216-8: Pivot
CS3216-9: Turbanizer
CS3216-10: Kuimba

CS4350-1: Mama! Lava!
CS4350-2: UFO - Undeniably Furry Organisms
CS4350-3: Lux Valley
CS4350-4: Facility X13
CS4350-5: Gravity
CS4350-6: Berchtesgaden
CS4350-7: Eye Contact

Supported by,
CS6231 - Topics in System Security

CS6231-1: Measuring the amount of privacy leakage in IoT devices
CS6231-2: Breaking Down Ransomware Infrastructure
CS6231-3: VPN Determination via Network Packets
CS6231-4: Automatic Identification of the Potential Amplifiers in DDoS Attacks
CS6231-5: Privacy Concerns of IoT in Untrusted Cloud
CS6231-6: Inside Shodan’s Database
CS6231-7: Censorship Measurement Using DNS Query Records
CS6231-8: Collaborative DDoS Attack Verification

IS 3102 Enterprise Systems Development Project
IS 4102 E-Business Capstone Project

IS 4102-1: LinedUp
IS 3102-1: SGServe
IS 3102-2: Integrated Facility Management System
IS 3102-3: MTiX Ticketing System

MIP-FYP: Module Independent Projects and Final Year Projects

MIPFYP-1: WordNews - Second Language Learning from News Websites
MIPFYP-2: #MyTweet via Instagram
MIPFYP-3: Recolor
MIPFYP-4: Hero As A Hobby
MIPFYP-5: Magna Caves

Course Assignment for Voting (based on First letter of your Last name)
A to E: CS3216, IS3102
F to K: CS4350, MIP/FYP
L to O: CS4350, CS6231
P to T: CS6231, CS3216
U to Z: MIP/FYP, IS3102, IS4102

More details about the projects at: http://steps.comp.nus.edu.sg

Supported by,

Organised by,